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Antibody diversity in IVIG:
Therapeutic opportunities for
novel immunotherapeutic drugs
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Significant progress has been made in the elucidation of human antibody

repertoires. Furthermore, non-canonical functions of antibodies have been

identified that reach beyond classical functions linked to protection from

pathogens. Polyclonal immunoglobulin preparations such as IVIG and SCIG

represent the IgG repertoire of the donor population and will likely remain the

cornerstone of antibody replacement therapy in immunodeficiencies. However,

novel evidence suggests that pooled IgA might promote orthobiotic microbial

colonization in gut dysbiosis linked to mucosal IgA immunodeficiency. Plasma-

derived polyclonal IgG and IgA exhibit immunoregulatory effects by a diversity of

different mechanisms, which have inspired the development of novel drugs. Here

we highlight recent insights into IgG and IgA repertoires and discuss potential

implications for polyclonal immunoglobulin therapy and inspired drugs.
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Introduction

Polyclonal immunoglobulin (Ig) preparations, administered via intravenous (IVIG) or

subcutaneous (SCIG) routes, are successfully used as replacement therapy in

immunodeficiencies and for the treatment of select autoimmune or inflammatory

disorders (1). These preparations consist of pooled human IgG derived from the plasma

of thousands of donors and in contrast to therapeutic monoclonal antibodies encompass an

immense range of reactivities (2, 3). Pathogen-specific antibodies in IVIG protect

immunodeficient patients from infection, and we observed that IVIG even contains

antibodies to host attachment sites of viruses, bacteria, and bacterial toxins, which might

prevent adhesion or limit sequelae of infectious disease (2). In the recent years, high-

throughput methods and mechanistic studies have further expanded our insights into

antibody repertoires in health and disease and have revealed a plethora of canonical and

non-canonical effector mechanisms by which polyclonal preparations exert therapeutic

effects in infectious or autoimmune diseases. Insights into IVIG mechanisms of action have
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inspired the development of novel therapeutic agents or of

alternative or modified polyclonal preparations with broader or

shifted reactivity profiles. In this review article, we provide an

overview on these recent developments and discuss challenges

and benefits of diversity in respect to therapy using polyclonal

immunoglobulin preparations.
Canonical and noncanonical functions
of antibodies

Activities of antibodies are executed by both major regions of

the immunoglobulin, the fragment antigen binding (Fab),

consisting of the light chain and part of the heavy chain, and the

constant fragment crystallizable (Fc) domain. The variable Fab

fragment is responsible for specific molecular recognition and

binding of the antigen (epitope-paratope interaction). Beyond

targeting specific antigens, the Fab fragment is responsible for the

execution of important effector functions, such as direct

neutralization of toxins or pathogens, agglutination, or blocking

of ligand-receptor interactions (4, 5). Fab-mediated functions rely

on structural properties of the complementarity determining

region, which depend on variable region gene usage, and somatic

mutations acquired during the process of affinity maturation. Fc-

mediated effector functions are determined by the immunoglobulin

class (IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD and IgE) or subclass (in humans: IgG1-4;

IgA1or IgA2), respectively, which also influence antibody

interactions with immune proteins such as Fc receptors (FcR),

TRIM21, or complement factors. Depending on class and context,

Fc-mediated effects result in the activation or regulation of immune

cells (e.g. phagocytosis, degranulation and secretion of

inflammatory mediators and effector molecules), and of non-

cellular immune responses (e.g. complement activation) (4, 6).

While these classical functions of antibodies are commonly

known, a large body of research revealed a range of alternative

antibody activities, which have also been referred to as

‘noncanonical’ functions (6). Such noncanonical capabilities of

immunoglobulins include antibody-mediated catalysis and

proteolytic activities (6, 7), direct pathogen inactivation in the

absence of effector systems, modification of gene expression and

metabolism, reactive oxygen species [ROS] vulnerability,

bactericidal pore formation and disruption of membrane

integrity, and cofactor activities (e.g. in pathogen neutralization)

(reviewed in (6)). Furthermore, the human repertoire of IgG

antibodies contains functional antibodies specific for

immunoregulatory receptors such as Fas (8–10) or Siglecs (5, 11,

12), that exhibit the capacity to regulate the survival of immune cells

(13). Many noncanonical functions of antibodies are exclusively

exerted by the variable region of the antibody (6), and their

occurrence may thus differ among individuals depending on their

private antibody repertoire. However, some antibody activities that

could be classified as noncanonical can also be mediated by the

constant antibody region. For instance, regulatory T cell (Treg)

epitopes, also known as Tregitopes, contained in the highly

conserved framework regions of Fab and Fc domains, are thought
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to expand and activate regulatory T cells subsequent to their

processing and presentation on human class II major

histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules by antigen-

presenting cells (APCs) (14). Indeed, it has been postulated that

Tregitopes in Fab and Fc segments contribute to the

immunoregulatories activities of IVIG (14). However, canonical

and noncanonical functions of antibodies may act in parallel to

collectively exert manifold immunoactivatory and regulatory tasks

needed to maintain tissue integrity and homeostasis in health or in

pathologic body states (15–18), which eventually allows for - and

even requires - a certain degree of ‘benign autoimmunity’ (19, 20).
Diversity – the added value of
polyclonal immunoglobulin
preparations

Commercial IVIG and SCIG preparations consist of the pooled

antibodies, typically isolated serum IgG, and thus reflect the

polyclonal antibody repertoire of the donor population. Antibody

replacement therapy for patients with immunodeficiencies relies on

the wide repertoire of immunoglobulins in these preparations (2, 3).

Polyclonal immunoglobin preparations may compensate for

quantitative or qualitative repertoire defects in immunodeficient

patients, such as the decrement of distinct anti-microbial and even

tumor-specific antibodies (21). Indeed, in common variable

immunodeficiency (CVID) patient sera, besides lack of

antimicrobial antibodies, we observed low IgG reactivities to

tumor-associated carbohydrates antigens (TACAs) expressed on

CVID-associated malignancies (21), such as Thomson-Friedenreich

antigen in gastric cancer (22, 23), or GM1 in non-Hodgkin

lymphoma (24). While the risk of CVID patients to develop

specific malignancies could generally be associated with recurrent

infection-related inflammation, the evidence of reduced levels of

tumor-directed antibodies in CVID patients (21), supports the

notion of impaired tumor immune surveillance in primary

antibody immunodeficiencies (PAD) (25). Taken together, these

observations suggest that IVIG replacement therapy may not only

protect from infectious disease but contribute to protection from

malignancies via tumor-specific antibodies that restore aberrant

immune surveillance in immunodeficient patients. Profiling of

individual patient antibody repertoires may lead to more

personalized treatments (21, 26), potentially with specific

immunoglobulin preparations (27). For instance, patients with

selective IgA deficiency (SIgAd) that lack IgA but can produce

IgG antibodies, present with an exacerbated anti-autologous

microbiota IgG response (28). As a result, serum IgG from a

SIgAd patient interacts more broadly with its own microbiota

than current IVIG preparations (28). Therefore, an IVIG formula

better suited to CVID and other conditions at risk of bacterial

translocation might ideally consist of pooled IgG from SIgAd

patients rather than from healthy individuals. Such preparations

might be more effective than current IVIG as they would be

naturally enriched in IgG specificities directed at species prone to

bacterial translocation from various body sites, including the
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respiratory tract. Gut dysbiosis and respiratory tract infections are

among common morbidities affecting CVID and symptomatic

SIgAd patients.

As a high-dose therapy, IVIG and SCIG preparations are also

used for the treatment of autoimmune and inflammatory disorders

(1). Studies over the period of several decades revealed pleiotropic

anti-inflammatory mechanisms of action (MoAs) of polyclonal

immunoglobulin preparations (15, 29). The wide spectrum of

reported MoAs includes Fc receptor blockade, neonatal Fc

receptor (FcRn) saturation, induction of inhibitory FcgRIIB

receptors, induction of B cell hyporesponsiveness, effects of

specific Fc glycoforms (sialylation), Tregitopes, idiotypic-anti-

idiotypic network restoration, neutralizing antibodies (e.g.

microbial toxins, complement factors, cytokines), and antibodies

exerting immunoregulatory effects on distinct leukocyte subsets (5,

13, 14, 30–33). Depending on the pathophysiology of a select

disease, different MoAs may act in concert (15, 34), yet distinct

mechanisms may prevail (Figure 1). Indeed, a recent analysis based

on artificial intelligence supports the notion that IVIG exerts

pleiotropic effects, while distinct pathways, such as involving B

cells or complement, were found to be more relevant for specific

disorders (35). The inherent pluripotency of polyclonal IVIG and

SCIG preparations might explain their efficacy in a magnitude of

autoimmune and inflammatory diseases despite their heterogenous

pathogenetic background. Furthermore, a potential mode of action

might be related to the prominent plasmacytosis that is observed 7

days following IVIG infusion (36). This large “wave” of young

mobilized plasmablasts could lead to a significant renewal of the

repertoire of antibody-secreting cells through competition for bone

marrow survival niches occupied by older plasmocytes. A “re-set” of

the antibody repertoire in favour of non-pathogenic antibodies

could thus partly explain the IVIG anti-inflammatory activity.
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IVIG and SCIG mechanisms - a source
of inspiration

Insights on Fc-mediated MoAs of polyclonal immunoglobulin

preparations stimulated the development of novel immunotherapeutic

agents for the treatment of autoimmune and chronic inflammatory

disorders. Together with co-workers, we recently showed that a

recombinant IgG1 Fc hexamer (rFc-µTP-L309C) exhibits anti-

inflammatory effects in the endogenous K/BxN mouse model of

rheumatoid arthritis, which seems to involve the inhibition of

neutrophil infiltration into the joints and the suppression of IL-1b
production (37). A number of Fc-related biologics are currently tested

in studies ranging from preclinical to ongoing phase 3 clinical trials and

can be categorized into three classes: 1) recombinant Fc multimers, 2)

neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn)-targeting therapeutics, and 3) Fc/Fcg
receptor (FcgR)-targeting therapeutics (reviewed in (38)).

Future immunotherapeutic drugs may also lean on the diversity of

reported Fab-mediated and non-canonical MoAs of IVIG and SCIG

preparations. For instance, IVIG has been shown to contain naturally-

occurring functional antibodies against Siglecs (11, 12, 39), including

Siglec-8 (11). Siglecs are single-pass cell surface receptors that regulate

the activity of distinct subsets of immune cells (40–43), and induce cell

death of cytokine-primed eosinophils (44) and neutrophils (45). Siglec

receptors may thus provide a safeguard mechanism to limit undesired

inflammation-associated tissue damage by activated granulocytes (46).

AK002 (Lirentelimab), is a humanized non-fucosylated IgG1 antibody

against Siglec-8 that is tested in several phase I and II studies for

eosinophil- and mast cell-associated diseases (47). While AK002 may

promote peripheral blood eosinophil depletion by antibody-dependent

cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), direct death induction of activated

eosinophils seems to be the main MoA in tissues, where CD16+ NK

cells are scarce (47). Consistent with this notion, Siglec-8+ mast cells,
FIGURE 1

Depending on the pathophysiology of the treated disease, different IVIG mechanisms of action (MoAs) may be effective, and eventually act in
concert. CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy.
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which are inhibited but do not undergo apoptosis upon Siglec-8

signaling (42), were not depleted by AK002 in dissociated lung

tissues (48).

The examples of Fc receptor-targeting biologics (38), and

Lirentelimab (47), demonstrate the potential of deciphering IVIG or

SCIGMoAs diversity, as a source of inspiration for the development of

future immunotherapeutic drugs. However, while the antibody

diversity of immunoglobulin preparations creates therapeutic value,

the inherent complexity linked to their polyclonal composition comes

not without challenges to scientists (15), and eventually also has clinical

implications, at least for the treatment of select patient subsets (27, 32,

49). The repertoire of antibodies in IVIG or SCIG depends on the

donor population (34), and differences between preparations and lots

may exist in terms of the total repertoire (2), and eventually in respect

to specific antibodies with relevant therapeutic functions. Indeed, in

commercial immunoglobulin preparations variable titers of

antibodies were reported not only in terms of specificities toward

foreign antigens (49), but also toward autoantigens such as cytokines or

immunoregulatory Fas or Siglec receptors (10, 49, 50). Furthermore,

antagonistic or anti-idiotypic antibodies are found in IVIG (5, 9), and

depending on their levels in select immunoglobulin preparations, these

might potentially interfere with the action of specific antibodies and

related MoAs (32). Future research is required to decipher the diversity

of MoAs and to understand to what extent repertoire differences

account for efficacy or resistance to IVIG or SCIG treatment. The

identification of biomarkers and IVIG or SCIG lots with select antibody

profiles might lead to better treatment responses and more

personalized approaches to both antibody replacement (21), and

anti-inflammatory immunotherapy.
IgA, a curious case

In mammals, IgA is produced at higher levels than all other

isotypes. IgA is routed via the polymeric Ig receptor (pIgR) at

mucosal surfaces of the (small) intestine, in particular. The extensive

glycosylation of IgA is thought to confer protease resistance, binding to

bacterial adhesins, or serve as carbon source for microbiota (51).

Indeed, recent research suggests that the role of secretory IgA (sIgA)

is not restricted to immune defense, but extends to actively shaping the

intestinal microbiome and its interactions with the host. Indeed, while

IgA deficiency is thought to be partially compensated by increases of

mucosal and serum levels of other antibody classes such as IgM or IgG

(52), the underrepresentation in IgA deficient patients of some sIgA-

coated species found in normal microbiota suggests a non-redundant

role of sIgA in bacterial colonization (53).

sIgA has long been thought to protect from bacterial infection by

immune exclusion relying on classical agglutination (54), influencing

bacterial motility (55), or trapping bacteria in mucus (56). sIgA can

also crosslink daughter cells of dividing bacteria resulting in

‘enchained growth’ (57), eventually leading to the formation of

large bacterial clumps. While classical agglutination randomly

associate bacteria of diverse origins and may be efficient at high

bacterial densities, enchained growth will generate clumps with clonal

structure and may be protective at lower bacterial densities (56). The

mechanism of enchained growth by sIgA may further influence the
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composition of the microbiota in the gut by clonal extinction, growth

rate selection (e.g. negative selective pressure related to pathogen-

associated rapid growth) or horizontal gene transfer (56). In a recent

study, it was shown that the overall intestinal IgA response to a single

microbe involves multiple mechanisms in parallel, including altered

gene transcription and protection from bile acids or bacteriophages,

motility alterations and metabolic modulation (16).
Secretory IgA: A taste for sweet

In the recent years, major progress in the characterization of the

IgA repertoire was enabled by high-throughput methods, such as

IgA-Seq and glycan array technologies (51, 58, 59). There is

accumulating evidence that bacterial surface glycans are important

targets of IgA (51). Commensal and pathogenic bacteria express a

diversity of carbohydrates that are recognized by sIgA, as revealed by

whole-microbiota enzymatic deglycosylation (60), as well as glycan

array analysis of human (60) and mouse (61) sIgA. Indeed, the

majority of surface-exposed bacterial antigens are glycans, which

eventually evolved as products of a diversity-generating biosynthetic

machinery (62). It has been postulated that glycobiology might

become the ‘elephant in the room’ in sIgA biology (51).

Human intestinal IgA binds a wide subset of microbiota,

including commensals from the four most frequent phyla (60).

Given that humans have two IgA isotypes (in contrast to mice who

only have a single IgA isotype), we recently compared IgA1 and

IgA2 binding to gut bacteria (60). We noticed a predominance of

IgA2+IgA1+ bacteria in the ileum, whereas IgA2 accounted for most

colonic commensal binding (60). Interestingly, using glycan array

technology we observed preferential binding of IgA2 compared to

IgA1 to bacterial glycan structures, and this phenomenon was even

more evident for Gala-structures, which are common in bacteria

(60). Furthermore, a majority of IgM-bound bacteria was found to

be recognized by both IgA1 and IgA2 (60). This observation is

consistent with findings from Magri et al. who observed that

bacteria bound to human secretory IgM (sIgM) are dually coated

by IgA and are more diverse compared to IgA-only or uncoated

bacteria (63). By this means, sIgM might support sIgA to anchor

highly diverse commensals to mucus (63).
A role for T cells in the generation
of antibody responses to
bacterial glycans

There is an ongoing discussion on the relative contributions of

T-cell dependent and T-cell independent responses to IgA

production in human and mice (51). It has been reported that a

majority of microbiota species is coated by natural polyreactive sIgA

derived from T cell-independent responses that bind in germline

configuration, without the requirement for somatic mutations (61).

However, in human adults, somatic mutations appear to contribute

to the breath of commensals bound by intestinal IgA, and germline-

like Ig conformations may rather present in young mice and very
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young children (51, 60, 64, 65). Although T cell-independent

antibody responses to glycans have been reported many decades

ago (66), more recent evidence suggests that T cells can be involved

in carbohydrate-targeted antibody responses (67, 68), including to

glycans in context of whole bacteria (57, 60, 69). Therefore, we share

the opinion that it is per se not valid to define bacterial glycan-

binding antibodies as predominantly T cell-independent (51).

However, evidence suggests that both somatic hypermutation (70,

71), and class switch recombination to IgA (72, 73), can also occur

in absence of T cells.
A role for the microbiota in the
generation of antibody responses to
bacterial glycans

Pneumovax is a plain polysaccharide anti-pneumococcal vaccine

inducing T-independent B cell responses. Recent data show that the B

cell response against Pneumovax is dominated by large B cell clones

from which monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) can be derived (74).

Surprisingly, testing such mAbs against human microbiota revealed

that they cross-react against a wide array of bacterial species from the

gut flora (74). The data supports a model in which Pneumovax T-

independent B cell responses most likely originate from prediversified

mucosal immune responses against bacterial antigens that

subsequently acquire pneumococcal cross-reactivity through

somatic hypermutation. More work is necessary to determine

whether this model applies to other conventional vaccines.
A case for polyclonal IgA therapy

While the role played by IgA in the regulation of gut bacterial

homeostasis appears now clearer, in our perspective there are

currently no optimalcommercial IgA antibody preparations for

oral use to test for their ability to regulate gut microbiome

dysbiosis associated with primary antibody deficiencies. Despite

IgA’s role in the growth and persistence of different species in the

gut, only few studies have addressed the composition of the gut

microbiome in the absence of IgA in PAD (53, 75–77). We and

others reported a mild gut dysbiosis in patients with selective IgA

deficiency (defined by lack of IgA in serum) (53, 76, 77). We

observed that IgM only partially compensates for the lack of IgA

because not all typical IgA targets are efficiently bound by IgM (53).

In the gut microbiome of patients with CVID (characterized by low

levels of IgG, IgA and/or IgM), we detected a reduction in bacterial

species typically associated with health and enrichment in pro-

inflammatory species (53). We and others recently observed that

these alterations were correlated with elevated plasma levels of

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and sCD25, indicative of increased

intestinal permeability and systemic immune activation (53, 78).

Inability to produce functional Ig(s) is responsible for increased

susceptibility to infections. Moreover, a proportion of PAD (both

SIgAD and CVID) patients are at risk of developing non-infectious

complications, including allergies, gastrointestinal inflammation,
Frontiers in Immunology 05
malignancies, and autoimmunity, causing significant morbidity

and mortality (79).

Current systemic Ig replacement therapy in CVID restores only

serum IgG levels eventually resulting in reduced numbers of respiratory

infections. Yet, it still fails to protect against autoimmunity, allergy,

gastrointestinal disorders and fatal liver disease (80). In addition, for

SIgAD patients (normal IgG levels), this therapy is not an option. Thus,

the only widely used remedies for gastrointestinal disorders are

antibiotics (79), although they can magnify gut dysbiosis through the

elimination of beneficial microbiota and the proliferation of drug-

resistant bacteria (81, 82). Recent research showed that the SIgAD gut

microbiome is, indeed, enriched in multidrug-resistant species (75).

Treatment strategies that shield from PAD-related complications are,

therefore, urgently needed. The protective role of oral IgA supplement

in reducing bacterial translocation was reported in the neonatal rabbit

model (83).While microbial translocation was thought to have a role in

PAD immunopathology, approaches to correct gut dysbiosis and

prevent translocation in PAD using IgA supplements remain to

be assessed.

Clinical studies using oral administration of a plasma-derived

and IgA-enriched IgG preparation, IgAbulin, has revealed promising

results in children with chronic diarrhea (84), but mixed results in

necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), a life-threatening disorder primarily

of preterm infants (27, 85). One limitation of plasma-derived IgA

(pd-IgA) preparations is that they contain mainly IgA1 that is more

susceptible to degradation by bacterial proteases (85). Furthermore,

we observed that select bacteria such as Bacteroidetes and galactose-a
terminated bacterial glycans are preferentially targeted by IgA2 (60).

The better understanding of bacterial recognition by IgA1 and IgA2

will help to develop clinically more efficient oral IgA preparations for

anti-infectious therapy.

Serum monomeric IgA exhibits anti-inflammatory properties

(86–88), and IgA (89), or FcaRI targeting by monoclonal antibodies

(90), has been shown to regulate the lifespan in particular of

activated neutrophils. It remains to be shown if plasma-derived

polyclonal IgA preparations might have therapeutic use for the

treatment of inflammatory or autoimmune disorders.
Enhancing the diversity of
immunoglobulin preparations

Mild chemical modification of IVIG by agents such as ferrous

ions, reactive oxygen species, heme or low pH-treatment leads to

augmented immunoreactivity to peptide epitopes (91, 92), or

shifted recognition patterns of glycans, as assessed by microarray

technology (10). Not only may IVIG modification increase or

enable de novo binding to bacterial antigens and intact bacteria

(91), but also enhance capabilities to bind cytokines, complement

components or danger molecules (93), or to regulate the life-span of

leukocytes due to increased pro-apoptotic effects (10). Remarkably,

modified IVIG showed superior therapeutic effects in several in vivo

models of sepsis and aseptic systemic inflammatory response

syndromes (93–95), or autoimmune diabetes (96), eventually due

to the newly acquired antigen-binding and anti-inflammatory
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activities of modified immunoglobulin preparations. IgA reactivity

can also be influenced by protein-modifying agents and exposure of

colostrum and breast milk IgA to acidic pH was shown to expand

the range of reactivities to bacterial antigens (from Escherichia coli

and Staphylococcus aureus) and to viral antigens (from hepatitis C

or D virus, human immunodeficiency virus type 2 and norovirus)

(97). It remains to be shown to what extent intestinal pH differences

or disturbances (e.g. hypochlorhydria) influence the local IgA

repertoire and its effects on the host-microbial relationship.

Higher degree and non-site-specific antibody modification such as

used for the generation of radioimmunoconjugates can be associated

with reduced binding to the targeted antigen, eventually due to

occupancy of the antigen-binding site (98). However, as revealed by

crystallography, antibodies can adopt different binding-site

conformations and thereby bind unrelated antigens, thus augmenting

the effective size of the antibody repertoire (99). Mild chemical

modification of antibodies is thought to increase conformational

freedom and paratope flexibility by altering the nature of

noncovalent forces responsible for antigen binding (91, 92). We

recently proposed two additional effects of antibody modification: 1)

release of pre-bound materials from body fluid-derived antibodies,

thereby offering more options for specific interactions, and 2) partial

denaturation leading to nonspecific interactions (100). Indeed, all these

mechanisms combined are compatible with the observation that

increased pro-apoptotic effects of modified IVIG involves enhanced

reactivity to Fas receptor with concomitant loss of anti-Fas antibody

neutralization capacities (10). Latter effect might involve the

degradation of naturally-occurring blocking anti-Fas (9), or even of

anti-idiotypic (5), antibodies in IVIG.

Mild chemical modification of antibodies seems to provide a

mechanism for further diversification of antibody specificities,

beyond somatic recombination, junctional diversity and somatic

hypermutation (101). However, different protein-modifying

conditions, such as ferrous ions, heme or low pH treatment, exhibit

different effects on antibody reactivities (10, 97). Furthermore,

additional immunoglobulin pre-treatments such as used for

fractionation or virus-inactivation (102), might lead to different

outcomes upon additional modification steps as shown for the

induction of neutrophil death by different ferrous ion-exposed

preparations (10). Future research, eventually involving reverse

translational research approaches (103), will be required for the

identification of chemical diversification strategies that enhance

treatment benefits for select patient collectives amenable to

antibody-based immunotherapy (27).
Discussion

In the last decade, methodological advances have enabled greater

insights into the human repertoire of antibodies, including sIgA.

Research revealed that canonical and non-canonical effector

functions of antibodies often act in concert to complete manifold

tasks in immune defence, host-microbial symbiosis, or even

immunoregulation. Insight into anti-inflammatory MoAs of IVIG
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has revealed the potential benefit of its pluripotency in targeting

heterogenous disorders and served as a source for novel therapeutics.

Nevertheless, research on IVIGmechanisms is often challenging due to

the inherent complexity of polyclonal preparations (e.g.

diversity, repertoires, blocking or anti-idiotypic antibodies).

Limitations include the availability of suitable disease models (104,

105), and species differences of xenogeneic models to test human

immunoglobulin products, which may affect treatment responses, such

as of neutrophils (106). Furthermore, treatment responses to IVIG

therapy can differ depending on patient characteristics and disease

states (32), and the identification of suitable biomarkers and individual

antibody “barcodes” (21, 26), may be needed for more personalized

applications and immunoglobulin products. Despite these challenges,

better understanding of the diversity of antibody repertoires holds

promises for science, drug discovery and clinical application.

Approaches to even enhance immunoglobulin diversity, such as by

mild chemical modification, may provide novel avenues to

antibody immunotherapy.
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